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GridKA 2012 - IO/Data Management-
Exercises Material
Exercises:

1.1 Time Measurements: #1, #2, #3, #4, #5, #6
1.2 top/vmstat: #1, #2, #3
1.3 iostat/dd/strace: #1, #2, #3, #4, #5
1.4 cp: #1, #2
1.5 strace: #1
2.1 Performance-Monitoring-Measurement-Caching: #1, #2, #3, #4, #5, #6, #7
2.2 IO Prioritization: #1
2.3 IO Readahead: #1
2.3 IO Buffer Cache - Disable the buffer cache: #2
2.3 IO Buffer Cache - Advise read-ahead: #3, #4
3.1 Cloud: #1, #2, #3, #4, #5, #6, #7, #8, #9, #10, #11, #12, #13, #14, #15, #16
3.2 Cloud: #1, #2
3.3 Cloud: #1, #2, #3
3.4 Cloud: #1, #2
3.5 Cloud: #1

[back to top]

1.1 Time Measurements - exercise 1

Measure the execution time of the command

sleep 1

in the bash shell! This might sound silly but you will get a feeling that one can do big
mistakes in trivial measurements. The answer is the command you issue in a bash
prompt!

Show hint   

Answer

Provide an answer for this exercise. You can just terminate the exercise by typing done or
some text explaining your observation. Your response is not automatically evaluated

Finish exercise

[back to top]

1.1 Time Measurements - exercise 2

We are going to do IO measurements. Which type(s) of time measurements are more
relevant in the context of IO measuremts:
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REAL (real-time)1.
SYS (system time)2.
CPU (user cpu time)3.

You can answer REAL SYS CPU or any combination.

(answered)

Hint

Many IO operations are reflected in an increase of system time - therefore it is
interesting to measure the system time. In most cases we want to calculate IO rates
like MB/s. What is per second in that case?

Solution

Certainly we need to do realtime measurements to compute IO rates. Nevertheless
system time is interesting because the number of IO operations and IO bandwidth the
OS can do is limited and these are reflected by system time measurements.

Answer provided:

done

[back to top]

1.1 Time Measurements - exercise 3

Why is the real-time of the process not exactly 1 second?

The time command itself consumes a considerable amount of realtime and
changes the measurement result

1.

The OS has to find the executable and libraries to run sleep - this adds few ms to
the realtime

2.

That is wrong - most of the time we measure exactly one second!3.

Show hint   

Answer

Provide an answer for this exercise. You can just terminate the exercise by typing done or
some text explaining your observation. Your response is not automatically evaluated

Finish exercise

[back to top]

1.1 Time Measurements - exercise 4
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Give a lower boundary in ms for the precision of a realtime measurement using time in
the bash shell!

Show hint   

Answer

Provide an answer for this exercise. You can just terminate the exercise by typing done or
some text explaining your observation. Your response is not automatically evaluated

Finish exercise

[back to top]

1.1 Time Measurements - exercise 5

What is the nature of the error which is given by the startup phase of the program we
want to measure? How do you call such an error?

Show hint   

Answer

Provide an answer for this exercise. You can just terminate the exercise by typing done or
some text explaining your observation. Your response is not automatically evaluated

Finish exercise

[back to top]

1.1 Time Measurements - exercise 6

How would you do a more precise realtime measurement if you implement the sleep
command yourself as a compiled program? Here you cannot give a trivial answer. Try to
imagine, then get a confirmation or not by the hint and solution and you terminate the
exercise by typing done.

Show hint   

Answer

Provide an answer for this exercise. You can just terminate the exercise by typing done or
some text explaining your observation. Your response is not automatically evaluated

Finish exercise
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1.2 top/vmstat - exercise 1

Identify the process consuming most of your physical memory sorting the output of the
top command by memory consumption! How do you do that?

Show hint   

Answer

Provide an answer for this exercise. You can just terminate the exercise by typing done or
some text explaining your observation. Your response is not automatically evaluated

Finish exercise

[back to top]

1.2 top/vmstat - exercise 2

Switch back to the process CPU view and change the update frequency of the top
window to 2 Hz! Which keys do you press?

Show hint   

Answer

Provide an answer for this exercise. You can just terminate the exercise by typing done or
some text explaining your observation. Your response is not automatically evaluated

Finish exercise

[back to top]

1.2 top/vmstat - exercise 3

Switch the top window to 1000Hz update rate. Get familiar with the command vmstat
and run it in a second window with a 1Hz update frequency. How much CPU time is
used by your top window?

Show hint   

Answer

Provide an answer for this exercise. You can just terminate the exercise by typing done or
some text explaining your observation. Your response is not automatically evaluated
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Finish exercise

[back to top]

1.3 iostat/dd/strace - exercise 1

Run a vmstat and an iostat (use -x) command with 1 Hz update frequency in separate
windows. Use now the dd command to create a 1MB file /tmp/1MB. Use a blocksize of 1
byte and repeat the measurement few times to verify the result. What is the IO rate
you measure? Put a number in kB/s as answer.

Show hint   

Answer

Provide an answer for this exercise. You can just terminate the exercise by typing done or
some text explaining your observation. Your response is not automatically evaluated

Finish exercise

[back to top]

1.3 iostat/dd/strace - exercise 2

Look at the output of vmstat and iostat during the previous exercise. How is it possible
that it takes close to a second to write a small file? Shouldn't a harddisk be much
faster? What is the limiting factor? Consider to use strace to inspect how our dd
command is implemented. Where is the bottleneck?

Show hint   

Answer

Provide an answer for this exercise. You can just terminate the exercise by typing done or
some text explaining your observation. Your response is not automatically evaluated

Finish exercise

[back to top]

1.3 iostat/dd/strace - exercise 3

Inspect system calls using the strace command in front of the yes command. Compare
the result when redirecting STDOUT to /dev/null (or a file). What is the difference?
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What happens during shell redirection?

Show hint   

Answer

Provide an answer for this exercise. You can just terminate the exercise by typing done or
some text explaining your observation. Your response is not automatically evaluated

Finish exercise

[back to top]

1.3 iostat/dd/strace - exercise 4

Run the dd command creating a 10MB file for various blocksize: 1, 8, 16, 256, 4096,
256k, 1M. Draw IO rate in MB/s vs blocksize! When finished, give done as answer.

Show hint   

Answer

Provide an answer for this exercise. You can just terminate the exercise by typing done or
some text explaining your observation. Your response is not automatically evaluated

Finish exercise

[back to top]

1.3 iostat/dd/strace - exercise 5

Run the yes command and redirect the output into the file /tmp/yes. Inspect the
vmstat and iostat windows while it runs and after it finishes. You can also try instead
another tool called dstat which has simpler user interface. Which cache strategy is used
by the OS when you write files:

no cache1.
write-through cache2.
write-back cache
Cleanup the potentially huge file you created.

3.

Show hint   

Answer

Provide an answer for this exercise. You can just terminate the exercise by typing done or
some text explaining your observation. Your response is not automatically evaluated
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Finish exercise

[back to top]

1.4 cp - exercise 1

Use the strace command to inspect only open,read,write,close,stat calls for the
following commands:

cp /etc/goup /tmp/group1.
cp /usr/bin/vim /tmp/vim Which IO pattern is used to do the copy e.g. what is the
copy unit?

2.

Show hint   

Answer

Provide an answer for this exercise. You can just terminate the exercise by typing done or
some text explaining your observation. Your response is not automatically evaluated

Finish exercise

[back to top]

1.4 cp - exercise 2

Give the realtime overhead in percent (answer just the plain number) comparing the
second copy command in the previous exercise induced by running strace.

Show hint   

Answer

Provide an answer for this exercise. You can just terminate the exercise by typing done or
some text explaining your observation. Your response is not automatically evaluated

Finish exercise

[back to top]

1.5 strace - exercise 1

strace is a very valuable tool to debug IO related problems in executables. Moreover it
is usefull to understand binary programs without having source code at hand (e.g. you
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can attach strace to a running program like you do with a debugger).
Try to investigate with strace and top or vmstat what the execution of the mysterious
program /data/dm/bin/bash does. Be careful not to loose track of it! Write some
keywords of your observation as the answer (the answer is not evaluated
automatically).

Show hint   

Answer

Provide an answer for this exercise. You can just terminate the exercise by typing done or
some text explaining your observation. Your response is not automatically evaluated

Finish exercise

[back to top]

2.1 Performance-Monitoring-Measurement-Caching -
exercise 1

DISK WRITING
As you learned in the first exercise you can write a file F of length N with blocksize B
containing only zeros like that:

dd if=/dev/zero of=F bs=B count=N divided by B
e.g. dd if=/dev/zero of=/tmp/1MB bs=32k count=64

DISK READING
Can you imagine how to read back the existing file /tmp/1MB using the dd command
dumping the output into the /dev/null device? Can you do the same with a cat
command? Investigate quickly if there is a difference in the IO pattern using strace on
both commands. Just put done as the answer when you finished the exercise.

Show hint   

Answer

Provide an answer for this exercise. You can just terminate the exercise by typing done or
some text explaining your observation. Your response is not automatically evaluated

Finish exercise

[back to top]

2.1 Performance-Monitoring-Measurement-Caching -
exercise 2
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Write sequential files using dd with 4k IO blocks with a size of 1MB, 10MB, 100MB, 1GB,
4GB into the /tmp/ directory with their size as filename. Does the real-time scale linear?
Explain what you observe!

Show hint   

Answer

Provide an answer for this exercise. You can just terminate the exercise by typing done or
some text explaining your observation. Your response is not automatically evaluated

Finish exercise

[back to top]

2.1 Performance-Monitoring-Measurement-Caching -
exercise 3

Run first the command dropcache. Measure the time to read back the previously
generated 5 files two times each using 4k blocksize with dd! How would you explain a
large variation from the 1st to 2nd execution? Are all results compatible with the
performance of a single hard disk? (The answer is not evaluated automatically).

Show hint   

Answer

Provide an answer for this exercise. You can just terminate the exercise by typing done or
some text explaining your observation. Your response is not automatically evaluated

Finish exercise

[back to top]

2.1 Performance-Monitoring-Measurement-Caching -
exercise 4

There is a way in Linux to write directly from memory to a device using the DMA and
the other way around.
You can specify this so called direct IO by adding oflag=direct to the dd command.
Write a 10MB file using the following blocksizes: 1k,4k,16k,65k,256k,1M. Explain your
observation: can it be an effect of the disk, cache, system call performance?
You can verify that it works also with 512 bytes, but you can see, that it does not work
with smaller numbers like 256 or with numbers like 1000,4000 aso.!

Do you have an idea what has to be guaranteed for direct IO to work? Write your
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answer, it is not automatically evaluated.

Show hint   

Answer

Provide an answer for this exercise. You can just terminate the exercise by typing done or
some text explaining your observation. Your response is not automatically evaluated

Finish exercise

[back to top]

2.1 Performance-Monitoring-Measurement-Caching -
exercise 5

What is the sequential read performance of your harddisk based on a measurement
reading a 1 GB file? Answer with the rate as a number in MB/s (skipping the unit).

Show hint   

Answer

Provide an answer for this exercise. You can just terminate the exercise by typing done or
some text explaining your observation. Your response is not automatically evaluated

Finish exercise

[back to top]

2.1 Performance-Monitoring-Measurement-Caching -
exercise 6

What is the sequential write performance of your harddisk based on a the measurement
writing a 1 GB file with dd? Answer with the rate as a number in MB/s.

Show hint   

Answer

Provide an answer for this exercise. You can just terminate the exercise by typing done or
some text explaining your observation. Your response is not automatically evaluated

Finish exercise
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[back to top]

2.1 Performance-Monitoring-Measurement-Caching -
exercise 7

Write a program that reads 1.000 randomly chosen bytes in one of your previously
created 1 GB files. Calculate the average seek time of your hard drive and write the
number in ms as answer. Additionally compute the realtime ratio running the program
with the file uncached and cached (not considered in the answer). Hint: Take care not
to be fooled by the buffer cache in case you repeat a measurement with the same
random blocks. If you don't use a new random seed with each program start you
re-read always the same blocks!

Show hint   

Answer

Provide an answer for this exercise. You can just terminate the exercise by typing done or
some text explaining your observation. Your response is not automatically evaluated

Finish exercise

[back to top]

2.2 IO Prioritization - exercise 1

Modern unix kernel have the option to give a priority value for IO to threads or
processes. The command line interface to this functionality is ionice. This prioritization
implements several algorithms. You can read details doing man ionice.

Now run in two windows two writers at the same time writing to different files with 1MB
blocksize, direct IO and 1GB file size. Both writers should run with ionice and the best
effort alogrithm. First run them both with the same priority value (0-7) and verify if
there is a fair sharing of IO between both processes.

Afterwards run one with the lowest and one with the highest priority and see how the
sharing of IO between both processes is. Write your observations into the answer (it is
not automatically evaluated).

Show hint   

Answer

Provide an answer for this exercise. You can just terminate the exercise by typing done or
some text explaining your observation. Your response is not automatically evaluated

Finish exercise
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2.3 IO Readahead - exercise 1

The following program reads a file in 4k chunks from beginning to end. Create a 1 GB
file, clean the buffer cache and measure the time it takes for execution.

#include <stdio.h>
#include <stdlib.h>
#include <unistd.h>
#include <sys/fcntl.h>

int main(int argc, char* argv[]) 
{
  int fd ;
  char* buffer = (char*) malloc(1024*1024); // malloc a 1M buffer

  if (!buffer) exit(-1);  // check it is malloced
  if (!argv[1]) exit(-1); // check we have a file name

  if ( (fd=open(argv[1],0,0)) ) { // open file
    size_t nread=0;
    off_t offset=0; // start at off set 0 
    do {
      nread = pread(fd, buffer, 4096, offset); // read 4k at offset
      if (nread>0) {
        offset += nread; // step to the next 4k offset
      }
    } while ( nread > 0);// terminate when we receive less than requested
  }
}

Now modify the program to do the read loop backwards. Clean the buffer cache and
measure again the time it takes. How do you explain the different execution time?

Show hint   

Answer

Provide an answer for this exercise. You can just terminate the exercise by typing done or
some text explaining your observation. Your response is not automatically evaluated

Finish exercise
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[back to top]

2.3 IO Buffer Cache - Disable the buffer cache -
exercise 2

Use the base program of 2.3.1 and add a posix_fadvise function to instruct the buffer
cache not to cache the read pages. Clean the buffer cache and re-run the program
several times. The performance should not change between first and second run.

Show hint   

Answer

Provide an answer for this exercise. You can just terminate the exercise by typing done or
some text explaining your observation. Your response is not automatically evaluated

Finish exercise

[back to top]

2.3 IO Buffer Cache - Advise read-ahead - exercise 3

Modify the base program of 2.3.1 to read 1Mb at each offset position 0,10M,20M,30M
.... 990M. To emulate some processing of the data read we add 100ms processing time
per read using usleep 100000. Measure the execution time with clean buffer cache.
Before we call the processing (usleep) we give the OS a hint for the next read we
expect using posix_advise. Does it help to improve the real-time of the program? Does
it compensate all the extra IO time?

Show hint   

Answer

Provide an answer for this exercise. You can just terminate the exercise by typing done or
some text explaining your observation. Your response is not automatically evaluated

Finish exercise

[back to top]

2.3 IO Buffer Cache - Advise read-ahead - exercise 4

Modify the previous program and run the posix_fadvise in a forked child. Measure the
time with cleaned buffer cache. Do not forget to call wait to collect the child process.

Show hint   
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Answer

Provide an answer for this exercise. You can just terminate the exercise by typing done or
some text explaining your observation. Your response is not automatically evaluated

Finish exercise

[back to top]

3.1 Cloud - exercise 1

See handout.

Show hint   

Answer

Provide an answer for this exercise. You can just terminate the exercise by typing done or
some text explaining your observation. Your response is not automatically evaluated

Finish exercise

[back to top]

3.1 Cloud - exercise 2

See handout.

Show hint   

Answer

Provide an answer for this exercise. You can just terminate the exercise by typing done or
some text explaining your observation. Your response is not automatically evaluated

Finish exercise

[back to top]

3.1 Cloud - exercise 3

See handout.

Show hint   
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Answer

Provide an answer for this exercise. You can just terminate the exercise by typing done or
some text explaining your observation. Your response is not automatically evaluated

Finish exercise

[back to top]

3.1 Cloud - exercise 4

See handout.

Show hint   

Answer

Provide an answer for this exercise. You can just terminate the exercise by typing done or
some text explaining your observation. Your response is not automatically evaluated

Finish exercise

[back to top]

3.1 Cloud - exercise 5

See handout.

Show hint   

Answer

Provide an answer for this exercise. You can just terminate the exercise by typing done or
some text explaining your observation. Your response is not automatically evaluated

Finish exercise

[back to top]

3.1 Cloud - exercise 6

See handout.

Show hint   
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Answer

Provide an answer for this exercise. You can just terminate the exercise by typing done or
some text explaining your observation. Your response is not automatically evaluated

Finish exercise

[back to top]

3.1 Cloud - exercise 7

See handout.

Show hint   

Answer

Provide an answer for this exercise. You can just terminate the exercise by typing done or
some text explaining your observation. Your response is not automatically evaluated

Finish exercise

[back to top]

3.1 Cloud - exercise 8

See handout.

Show hint   

Answer

Provide an answer for this exercise. You can just terminate the exercise by typing done or
some text explaining your observation. Your response is not automatically evaluated

Finish exercise

[back to top]

3.1 Cloud - exercise 9

See handout.

Show hint   
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Answer

Provide an answer for this exercise. You can just terminate the exercise by typing done or
some text explaining your observation. Your response is not automatically evaluated

Finish exercise

[back to top]

3.1 Cloud - exercise 10

See handout.

Show hint   

Answer

Provide an answer for this exercise. You can just terminate the exercise by typing done or
some text explaining your observation. Your response is not automatically evaluated

Finish exercise

[back to top]

3.1 Cloud - exercise 11

See handout.

Show hint   

Answer

Provide an answer for this exercise. You can just terminate the exercise by typing done or
some text explaining your observation. Your response is not automatically evaluated

Finish exercise

[back to top]

3.1 Cloud - exercise 12

See handout.

Show hint   
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Answer

Provide an answer for this exercise. You can just terminate the exercise by typing done or
some text explaining your observation. Your response is not automatically evaluated

Finish exercise

[back to top]

3.1 Cloud - exercise 13

See handout.

Show hint   

Answer

Provide an answer for this exercise. You can just terminate the exercise by typing done or
some text explaining your observation. Your response is not automatically evaluated

Finish exercise

[back to top]

3.1 Cloud - exercise 14

See handout.

Show hint   

Answer

Provide an answer for this exercise. You can just terminate the exercise by typing done or
some text explaining your observation. Your response is not automatically evaluated

Finish exercise

[back to top]

3.1 Cloud - exercise 15

See handout.

Show hint   
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Answer

Provide an answer for this exercise. You can just terminate the exercise by typing done or
some text explaining your observation. Your response is not automatically evaluated

Finish exercise

[back to top]

3.1 Cloud - exercise 16

See handout.

Show hint   

Answer

Provide an answer for this exercise. You can just terminate the exercise by typing done or
some text explaining your observation. Your response is not automatically evaluated

Finish exercise

[back to top]

3.2 Cloud - exercise 1

See handout.

Show hint   

Answer

Provide an answer for this exercise. You can just terminate the exercise by typing done or
some text explaining your observation. Your response is not automatically evaluated

Finish exercise

[back to top]

3.2 Cloud - exercise 2

See handout.

Show hint   
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Answer

Provide an answer for this exercise. You can just terminate the exercise by typing done or
some text explaining your observation. Your response is not automatically evaluated

Finish exercise

[back to top]

3.3 Cloud - exercise 1

See handout.

Show hint   

Answer

Provide an answer for this exercise. You can just terminate the exercise by typing done or
some text explaining your observation. Your response is not automatically evaluated

Finish exercise

[back to top]

3.3 Cloud - exercise 2

See handout.

Show hint   

Answer

Provide an answer for this exercise. You can just terminate the exercise by typing done or
some text explaining your observation. Your response is not automatically evaluated

Finish exercise

[back to top]

3.3 Cloud - exercise 3

See handout.

Show hint   
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Answer

Provide an answer for this exercise. You can just terminate the exercise by typing done or
some text explaining your observation. Your response is not automatically evaluated

Finish exercise

[back to top]

3.4 Cloud - exercise 1

See handout.

Show hint   

Answer

Provide an answer for this exercise. You can just terminate the exercise by typing done or
some text explaining your observation. Your response is not automatically evaluated

Finish exercise

[back to top]

3.4 Cloud - exercise 2

See handout.

Show hint   

Answer

Provide an answer for this exercise. You can just terminate the exercise by typing done or
some text explaining your observation. Your response is not automatically evaluated

Finish exercise

[back to top]

3.5 Cloud - exercise 1

See handout.

Show hint   
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Answer

Provide an answer for this exercise. You can just terminate the exercise by typing done or
some text explaining your observation. Your response is not automatically evaluated

Finish exercise

 

 

 

 

 

 

   

If you have any question or comments you can email me: Andreas.Joachim.Peters@cern.ch
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